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Joint Forces at it-sa 2022
beyond SSL, Filecloud and ONLYOFFICE share their knowledge
at booth 7A-125.
Without a doubt, beyond SSL stands for secure and modern remote
workplace solutions. After two years, the bavarian company will be back
at it-sa expo in Nuremberg. After this forced break due to Covid, they
will celebrate their comeback by bringing their partners Filecloud and
ONLYOFFICE to their booth - for a maximum of workplace-power.
The working world has been turned upside down. In the last two years there
has been a change of heart, which has been manifested in terms such as
New Work and Modern Workplace. Enterprises and companies had to learn
the hard way that the stationary workplace is not a prerequisite for sufficient
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productivity and measurability of performance. Flexible workplaces
characterize today‘s working world - and the technology follows people‘s
ideas with innovative solutions to enable and support the new
workplace models.
This is exactly where beyond SSL and its partners position themselves.
The main focus is to offer solutions that are as flexible as possible. On the
one hand, these should be able to be securely integrated into any existing
infrastructure and, on the other, build a ZTNA-compliant bridge between
various target systems and a wide variety of end devices. Different operating
systems or the hardware properties of the devices should be irrelevant.
Whether it is just one-man company with one computer or an enterprise
company with a multicloud, multi-VDI structure and high-end perimeter
protection, a visit at booth 7A-125 by beyond SSL, Filecloud and ONLYOFFICE
is a must for everyone.
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About beyond SSL GmbH
beyond SSL focuses on consulting, marketing and sales of solutions
related to connectivity, security and privacy. The company was founded
by a team of specialists with many years of experience in various IT and
management areas. In close cooperation with various product providers,
currently RemoteSpark, TalariaX, FileCloud, ONLYOFFICE, and technology
partners such as Fortinet, F5, Hillstone and Pulse Secure, beyond SSL and its
partners support customers in all industries and of all sizes. We attach great
importance to personal care and excellent support. Customers and partners
benefit equally from a pre-selection of solutions with an excellent costbenefit ratio. For more information, visit: www.beyondssl.com
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